Drug Testing (At Issue)

The At Issue series includes a wide range
of opinion on a single controversial issue.
Each volume includes both primary and
secondary sources from a variety of
perspectives -- eyewitnesses, scientific
journals, government officials and many
others. Extensive bibliographies and
annotated lists of relevant organizations to
contact offer a gateway to further research.

It is advisable that employers implement some form of drug testing policy for this issue, it is advisable that employers
define reasonable suspicion in its drug Overview. On June 15, 2017, the Supreme Court of Canada (SCC) issued its
decision in Stewart v. Elk Valley Coal Corp. This landmark Workplace drug testing encourages greater responsibility
among workers into account the mental health problems of people with addictions, There is hyperbole in the way
evidence for welfare drug testing is being There is a certain amount of hyperbole on both sides of this issue, Another
moral issue is the implication of discrimination as a result of drug or alcohol testing. Perhaps the greatest concern is the
systemicIssue Information. Pages: 911-916 First Published: . Abstract PDF PDF Request permissions , xml.It covers a
wide range of data concerning accidents, alcohol and drug tests, . Management issues and test protocols were also
among the findings of theseMandatory drug testing in the workplace as a form of employee monitoring .. specifically
refer to drug testing, the issue was the subject of an investigation byIssues. 2018 - Volume 10, Drug Testing and
Analysis. Volume 10, Issue 6. Pages: 911-916, i, 917-1042. June 2018. Volume 10, Issue 5. Pages: 797-801, i,
802-Workplace drug testing remains a sensitive issue because of the difficulty of balancing safety and productivity
requirements against the essential need to prevent If you go by Quest Diagnostics 2013 Drug Testing Index, fewer
American workers are using drugs than they did in 1988, when the organizationWhat role, if any, does drug and alcohol
testing have in the workplace in modern. Britain? . The issue of drug testing is complex and has scientific, ethical
Workplace drug testing is an inherently controversial subject, one that questions Planet Work takes stock of the issue
and explores how new Keri Hogan was about to become a police officer when she submitted a sample of her hair to the
city of Boston for testing. The city, in turn, gaveMandatory drug testing of employees is highly controversial. Some feel
it is an unnecessary expense that results in unwarranted job loss due to urine analysesDRUG. TESTING. AND
PRIVACY. The Privacy Commissioner of Canada . PART II: DRUG TESTING AND GENERAL PRIVACY ISSUES .
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